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 The Conceptual Framework of Information Technology Adoption

Decision-making in a Closed-loop Supply Chain
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 Email: gshusan@petra.ac.id

 Received: …..Date……..? Accepted: ……..Date…….? Closed-loop supply chain has gained a significant
 attention during the recent decades since there is an increased awareness toward sustainable
 development. However, the

implementation of closed-loop supply chain

 is confronted with numerous barriers and challenges due to uncertainties in input as well as in process. In
 contrast to manufacturing process where the input is mostly homogeneous raw material, the reverse chain’s
 input comes from product’s

end-of-use or end-of-life; therefore the quality and quantity are

 uncertain. The recovery process also brings other challenges due to various quality grades of the product
 returns and various recovery options. On the other hand, information technology has been studied
 extensively in relation to supply chain management. Most of the works show

that the use of information technology could enhance supply chain

 performance. However, the

 study on the importance of information technology in

closed-loop supply chain is still limited. In this paper, we discuss the role

 of
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 information technology and then propose a conceptual framework of decision making in adopting IT in

closed-loop supply chain management. Keywords: information

 technology; closed-loop supply chain;

 framework; decision-making. 1.

Introduction In the recent decades, closed-loop supply chain (CLSC) has

 gained significant attention. The

 world has come to realize that there is a limitation to natural resources provided by our Mother Earth, and to
 the landfill for slow-decomposing materials. Government regulations are also playing an important role to
 the growth of CLSC. Many firms decided that closing the loop should not be a burden, but on the contrary,
 should bring tangible benefit (such as increased profit by market expansion, lower cost from using used-
product rather than virgin material) or intangible benefit (such as green image, flexibility

in the supply chain). Closed-loop supply chain management is

 defined as “the design, control, and operation of a system to maximize value creation over the entire life
 cycle of a product with dynamic recovery of value from different types and volumes of returns over time”.1
 Several literatures describe

closed-loop supply chain as the integration of forward and reverse

 supply chain.

 2,3,4,5 The focus of a CLSC should be on

value creation over the entire product’ s life cycle. However, the

 implementation of

 CLSC faces many challenges. Uncertainty is one of the prominent challenges. In the forward chain’s
 manufacturing, the inputs which consist of raw materials and product parts, are homogeneous. On the
 contrary, the input of a remanufacturing process, which is product returns (or cores), are heterogeneous in
 quality, quantity, and timing.6 While facing such problem, it is observed that the use of Information
 Technology (IT) has increased considerably. There are many areas of supply chain management which are
 elevated by the use of IT, mostly in improving performance. The use of IT could be a significant
 determinants of supply chain relationship.7
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Uncertainties in the different stages of the reverse supply chain

 can be reduced by the use of IT by enabling the

accurate and timely information on the status, location, and condition
 of

 the product.8 The intensity of IT connection between firms and their supplier supports logistics integration,
 which further supports the supply chain’s performance.9 In addition, IT implementation, in form of

integration of logistics and cloud computing, would improve service

 quality, optimal planning, and

 reliable operations.10 IT has revolutionized traditional supply chain such that the

efficiency and responsiveness of a supply chain is improved.11 Despite the

 plausible benefits, many decision makers believes they cannot afford to invest in IT implementation, but on
 the contrary even though the context is within the firm’s policy, they cannot provide satisfactory justification
 for making the investment.12 Furthermore, there are very limited works that study the implementation of IT
 in

a closed-loop supply chain with some different challenges as in a forward

 supply chain.

2. Closed-Loop Supply Chain A closed-loop supply chain can

 be illustrated as in Figure 1.13 There are two main responsibilities

of a closed-loop supply chain, i.e. to make sure the

value-added processes according to customers’ demands, and

 to collect product returns from customers with highest accountability.14 There are several activities involved
 in the reverse channel i.e. (1) cores acquisition: collecting used products, (2) reverse logistics: transporting
 to recovery facilities, (3) product disposition: performing inspection and making disposition decision based
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 on cores quality, product configuration, and other factors, (4) remanufacturing/reconditioning: capturing
 values from cores for reuse and resale, (5) remarketing: introducing the remanufactured/ reconditioned
 products to the market.15 The notable difference of a CLSC to a traditional forward supply chain is the
 management of product returns or acquisition. There are two focuses on product return 1. Type of returns
 which consists of: (a) Commercial returns: comes from consumer returns within a certain period after
 purchase, they are barely been used, and should be brought back to the market as soon as possible, (b)
 End-of-use returns: comes from functional products that are no longer desirable to the customers when
 technology upgrade is in place, (c) End-of-life returns: when products have reached their technical obsolete,
 or the users consider them to have lower utility than expected.16 2. Collection options which are (a) OEM
 collects the cores, (b) retailer collects the cores, under an incentive-scheme, and (c) third party is sub-
contracted to collect used-products.17

Reverse logistics is defined as “....the process of planning,
 implementing and controlling the efficient, cost-effective flow of raw
 materials, in process inventory, finished goods and related information from
 the point of consumption to the point of origin for the purpose of
 recapturing or creating value or for proper disposal”

 18. After being transported to the recovery facilities, products are going through inspection, sorting, and
 disposition. The disposition alternatives are reuse, recovery (includes repairing, refurbishing,
 remanufacturing, cannibalization, and recycling), and disposal.19 Remanufacturing is one prominent
 recovery process which transform a used product into “like-new” product with similar warranty to the new
 one. The last activity is remarketing, where there are several issues that are different from marketing new
 product such as issues of developing market channels for recovered products, remarketing strategies,
 secondary markets, and dealing with cannibalization issues.14 3. Information Technology Perspective in
 Closed-Loop Supply Chain Digital technologies

play an important role in supporting the transition to a

 circular economy. There are three applications i.e. (1) data collection, such as the use of Radio Frequency
 Identification (RFID), Internet of Things (IoT) using sensors and actuators, (2) Data integration, such as
 Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS), Database Handling Systems, and Product Lifecycle
 Management (PLM) systems, and (3) Data Analysis, as in using machine learning, or big data analytics.20
 The use of IT in CLSC activities are also found in previous studies. By using focused resource
 commitments to IT, the reverse logistics performance can be significantly elevated in terms of authorizing,
 tracking, and handling returns.21 A case study in a small scale recycling company has shown that IT helps
 the company to operate well, and speculated the higher need of IT when the company goes into a larger
 chain.22 Another use of IT, i.e. intelligent agent technology, could improve the reverse logistics’ flexibility,
 information visibility, and efficiency of the reverse logistics management.23 The use of RFID in warehouse
 operation can reduce the distribution cost,8 and

in the reverse supply chain it could reduce the
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 cost, increase the service and production quality, and reduce pollution as well as waste.24 Also, a power
 shift from waste-driven system to market-driven is observed when RFID is implemented. In terms of
 investment decision, IT-level is important in remanufacturing investment decision making.25 However, to
 the best of our knowledge, there has not been a study that encompasses the use of IT in all of the CLSC
 activities, and make use of this consideration as a decision-making attributes to adopt IT-based system in a

closed-loop supply chain management. 4. Key Attributes and

 Conceptual Framework For IT Adoption Decision-Making The most common approach for decision making
 is weighing the benefits, costs, and risks. Therefore, we use the basic attributes in Kahraman26 i.e. tangible
 benefit, intangible benefit, policy, and resources, and identify each sub-attribute when implemented in

closed-loop supply chain management. 1. Tangible benefit: the

 use of RFID can reduce the cost of tracking and handling returns,21 reduce distribution cost,8 reduce
 sorting cost,27 and reduce recovery cost based on the products’ information that could mitigate the
 uncertainties in quality of used product as raw material.27 Internet of Things (IoT) has also played an
 important role in CLSC, because it could trace, sort, and analyze the

product life cycle data for each individual item, which again could mitigate

 the uncertainties.

 The use of IT can also reduce overall cost through optimization of integrated

procurement, production, product recovery, pricing, and strategy of
 return acquisition.

 28 Data analysis can provide tangible benefits i.e. optimize reverse logistics cost based by analyzing
 product’s tracking data, increase revenue by analyzing the product’s remaining life,29 reduce recovery cost
 by analyzing the product’s life cycle data to mitigate the uncertainties,28 and increase revenue by analyzing
 the proper market channel. 2. Intangible benefit: the data collected from RFID, IoT, and other IT-equipment
 could also bring intangible benefit, such as increasing service and production quality,24 reducing pollution
 as well as waste,24 encouraging power shift from waste-driven system to market-driven,24 improving the
 reverse logistics’ flexibility,23 and improving information visibility.23 3. Policy Issues: since the IT based
 system relies on IT-equipment, the inevitable risk is failing equipment such as RFID is unable to read data,
 or interfered by other frequencies. The rate of failure could be determined from historical data or
 equipment’s specification, and it should be considered in IT adoption decision-making. IoT has significant
 benefits, but also comes with risk in term of data security. Since everything is connected through internet,
 the risk of system infiltration should be taken into account. The company’s sustainability policy could
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 support IT system adoption, because a PLM system could support the sustainability through a life cycle
 assessment. 4. Resources: IT adoption should consider the resources involved in the system, which are
 equipment, system, human resources, and completion time. The investment made for purchasing the
 equipment, buying or setting up an IT-based system, training the workers, and time to complete the
 adoption process, should be considered. Knowledge sharing is very important in a CLSC, because the
 shared knowledge

of a product throughout its life cycle would influence the supply chain

 performance in terms of efficiency, quality, speed of service, innovation, and environmental impact30. Data
 integration in IT-based system would support knowledge sharing, and in turn could improve the CLSC
 performance. The proposed conceptual framework of IT adoption decision-making in a CLSC is presented
 in Figure 2, where the key attributes and the sub-attributes are evaluated for each of the CLSC activities. 5.
 Conclusion In conclusion, this study discuss the role of information technology and then a conceptual
 framework of decision making in adopting IT in closed-loop supply chain management is proposed. There
 are four key attributes which are further broken down into several sub-attributes, which would be essential
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